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Introduction

Increasing chip density

Over 1 billion transistors/chip already

Conventional dynamic-issue superscalar approach

ILP limited in single thread of control
Large issue window → more complexity, less returns

Optimal usage of silicon space needed

Simultaneous multithreading (SMT)
Chip multiprocessor (CMP)
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SMT Motivation

Wide superscalar is the way to go

Must continue to improve single-program performance

Multiple programs share fetch & issue bandwidth

Thread-level parallelism (TLP) improves throughput of wide superscalar
Can still exploit high ILP in a single program
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CMP Motivation
K. Olukotun et al. “The case for a single-chip multiprocessor” ASPLOS, 1996

Wide superscalar is not the way to go

Trades fast clock for minor IPC gain
Design and verification complexity

Multipe simple processors (e.g., 2-way or 4-way superscalar)

Exploit TLP
Moderate ILP plus fast clock
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Aggressive Superscalars

Multiple instruction issue, dynamic scheduling, speculative execution,
non-blocking caches, . . .

Trend

Wider instruction issue
Larger amounts of speculative execution

However,

Limited amounts of ILP
Fundamental circuit limitations

=⇒ Better resource utilization: Multiple processors on a chip
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Dynamic Superscalar CPU

tures called reservation stations [3]. It is possible to design a
dynamically scheduled superscalar microprocessor using reserva-
tion stations; Johnson gives a thorough description of this approach
[13]. However, the most recent implementations of dynamic super-
scalar processors have used a structure similar to the one shown in
Figure 1. Here register renaming between architectural and physical
registers is done explicitly, and instruction scheduling and register
dependency tracking between instructions are performed in an
instruction issue queue. Examples of microprocessors designed in
this manner are the MIPS Technologies R10000 [24] and the HP
PA-8000 [14]. In these processors the instruction queue is actually
implemented as multiple instruction queues for different classes of
instructions (e.g. integer, floating point, load/store). The three major
phases of instruction execution in a dynamic superscalar machine
are also shown in Figure 1. They are fetch, issue and execute. In the
rest of this section we describe these phases and the limitations that
will arise in the design of a very wide instruction issue CPU.

The goal of the fetch phase is to present the rest of the CPU with a
large and accurate window of decoded instructions. Three factors
constrain instruction fetch: mispredicted branches, instruction mis-
alignment, and cache misses. The ability to predict branches cor-
rectly is crucial to establishing a large, accurate window of
instructions. Fortunately, by using a moderate amount of memory
(64Kbit), branch predictors such as the selective branch predictor
proposed by McFarling are able to reduce misprediction rates to
under 5% for most programs [15]. However, good branch predic-
tion is not enough. As Conte pointed out, it is also necessary to
align a packet of instructions for the decoder [7]. When the issue
width is wider than four instructions there is a high probability that
it will be necessary to fetch across a branch for a single packet of
instructions since, in integer programs, one in every five instruc-
tions is a branch [12]. This will require fetching from two cache
lines at once and merging the cache lines together to form a single
packet of instructions. Conte describes a number of methods for

achieving this. A technique that divides the instruction cache into
banks and fetches from multiple banks at once is not too expensive
to implement and provides performance that is within 3% of a per-
fect scheme on an 8-wide issue machine. Even with good branch
prediction and alignment a significant cache miss rate will limit the
ability of the fetcher to maintain an adequate window of instruc-
tions. There are still some applications such as large logic simula-
tions, transactions processing and the OS kernel that have
significant instruction cache miss rates even with fairly large 64 KB
two way set-associative caches [19]. Fortunately, it is possible to
hide some of the instruction cache miss latency in a dynamically
scheduled processor by executing instructions that are already in
the instruction window. Rosenblum et. al. have shown that over
60% of the instruction cache miss latency can be hidden on a data-
base benchmark with a 64KB two way set associative instruction
cache [19]. Given good branch prediction and instruction alignment
it is likely that the fetch phase of a wide-issue dynamic superscalar
processor will not limit performance.

In the issue phase, a packet of renamed instructions is inserted into
the instruction issue queue. An instruction is issued for execution
once all of its operands are ready. There are two ways to implement
renaming. One could use an explicit table for mapping architectural
registers to physical registers, this scheme is used in the R10000
[24], or one could use a combination reorder buffer/instruction
queue as in the PA-8000 [14]. The advantage of the mapping table
is that no comparisons are required for register renaming. The dis-
advantage of the mapping table is that the number of access ports
required by the mapping table structure is , where  is the
number of operands per instruction and  is the issue width of the
machine. An eight-wide issue machine with three operands per
instruction requires a 24 port mapping table. Implementing renam-
ing with a reorder buffer has its own set of drawbacks. It requires

 1-bit comparators to determine which physical reg-
isters should supply operands for a new packet of instructions,
where  is the number of bits required to encode a register identi-
fier and  is the size of the instruction issue queue. Clearly, the
number of comparators grows with the size of the instruction queue
and issue width. Once an instruction is in the instruction queue, all
instructions that issue must update their dependencies. This
requires another set of  comparators. For example, a
machine with eight wide issue, three operand instructions, a 64-
entry instruction queue, and 6-bit comparisons requires 9,216 1-bit
comparators. The net effect of all the comparison logic and encod-
ing associated with the instruction issue queue is that it takes a large
amount of area to implement. On the PA-8000, which is a four-
issue machine with 56 instruction issue queue entries, the instruc-
tion issue queue takes up 20% of the die area. In addition, as issue
widths increase, larger windows of instructions are required to find
independent instructions that can issue in parallel and maintain the
full issue bandwidth. The result is a quadratic increase in the size of
the instruction issue queue. Moving to the circuit level, the instruc-
tion issue queue uses a broadcast mechanism to communicate the
tags of the instructions that are issued, which requires wires that
span the length of the structure. In future advanced integrated cir-
cuit technologies these wires will have increasingly long delays rel-
ative to the gates that drive them [9]. Given this situation,
ultimately, the instruction issue queue will limit the cycle time of
the processor. For these reasons we believe that the instruction issue

Figure 1.   A dynamic superscalar CPU
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Fetch Phase

Goal: Present a large window of decoded instructions

Constraints:
1 Mispredicted branches
2 Instruction misalignment
3 Cache misses
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Fetch Phase (continued)

1 Mispredicted branches
Branch predictor buffers (e.g., 64 kbits)

Selective branch predictor
Reduce misprediction < 5%

2 Instruction misalignment

Necessary to align a packet of instructions for decoder
If issue width > 4, then with high probability, need fetch across a
branch for a single packet of instructions

Need fetch from 2 cache lines and merge
Scheme: Divide the instruction ncache into banks and fetch from
multiple banks
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Fetch Phase (continued)

3 Cache misses

High miss rate → limits ability to maintain large window
Can hide some cache miss latency by executing other instructions
already in the window (dynamically scheduled CPUs)

=⇒ Overall: Fetch not limit
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Issue Phase

Packet of renamed instructions is inserted into instruction issue queue

An instruction is issued when all operands are ready

Renaming implemented with RAT, instruction queue and reorder
buffer
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Issue Phase (continued)

Once instruction in instruction queue

Instructions that issue must update their dependences
Many comparators (e.g., HP-PA8000: 20% die area)

Also: large window to find independent instructions

Size of instruction issue queue is large
Need broadcast of tags → Wires are slow

=⇒ Overall: Instruction issue queue wil limit cycle time
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Execution Phase

Operand values: fetched from register file or bypassed from earlier
instructions

Wide superscalar has probelms with
Register File

Larger to accommodate more rename registers
Many ports
Complexity ≈ #ports2 ≈ issue width2

Bypass logic

Complexity ≈ #execution units2

Wire delay

Functional Units

More ports needed to data cache
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Single-Chip Multiprocessor

Technology push

Benefits of wide issue are limited
Decentralized microarchitecture: easier to build several simple fast
processors than one complex processor

Application pull

Applications exhibit parallelism at different granularities
< 10 instructions/cycle (INT applications)
> 40 instructions/cycle (loops in FP applications)
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CMP

INT applications

Use moderate issue processor (e.g., 2-way or 4-way) with very high
clock rate

FP applications

need compiler to parallelize
If cannot parallelize or serial section, CMP runs slow
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Microarchitectures Compared

SS: 6-way superscalar (@ 500MHz)

CMP: Four 2-way superscalars (@ 500 MHz)

vents the instruction fetch mechanism from becoming a bottleneck
since the 6-way execution engine requires a much higher instruc-
tion fetch bandwidth than the 2-way processors used in the MP
architecture.

The on-chip memory hierarchy is similar to the Alpha 21164 — a
small, fast level one (L1) cache backed up by a large on-chip level
two (L2) cache. The wide issue width requires the L1 cache to sup-
port wide instruction fetches from the instruction cache and multi-
ple loads from the data cache during each cycle. The two-way set
associative 32 KB L1 data cache is banked eight ways into eight
small, single-ported, independent 4 KB cache banks each of which
handling one access every 2 ns processor cycle. However, the addi-
tional overhead of the bank control logic and crossbar required to
arbitrate between the multiple requests sharing the 8 data cache
banks adds another cycle to the latency of the L1 cache, and
increases the area by 25%. Therefore, our modeled L1 cache has a
hit time of 2 cycles. Backing up the 32 KB L1 caches is a large, uni-
fied, 256 KB L2 cache that takes 4 cycles to access. These latencies
are simple extensions of the times obtained for the L1 caches of
current Alpha microprocessors [4], using a 0.25 µm process tech-
nology

4.2 4 x 2-way Superscalar Multiprocessor 
Architecture

The MP architecture is made up of four 2-way superscalar proces-
sors interconnected by a crossbar that allows the processors to share
the L2 cache. On the die, the four processors are arranged in a grid
with the L2 cache at one end, as shown in Figure 3. Internally, each
of the processors has a register renaming buffer that is much more
limited than the one in the 6-way architecture, since each CPU only
has an 8-entry instruction buffer. We also quartered the size of the
branch prediction mechanisms in the fetch units, to 512 BTB
entries and 8 call-return stack entries. After the area adjustments
caused by these factors are accounted for, each of the four proces-

sors is less than one-fourth the size of the 6-way SS processor, as
shown in Table 3. The number of execution units actually increases
in the MP because the 6-way processor had three units of each type,
while the 4-way MP must have four — one for each CPU. On the
other hand, the issue logic becomes dramatically smaller, due to the
decrease in instruction buffer ports and the smaller number of
entries in each instruction buffer. The scaling factors of these two
units balance each other out, leaving the entire processor very close
to one-fourth of the size of the 6-way processor.  

The on-chip cache hierarchy of the multiprocessor is significantly
different from the cache hierarchy of the 6-way superscalar proces-
sor. Each of the 4 processors has its own single-banked and single-
ported 8 KB instruction and data caches that can both be accessed
in a single 2 ns cycle. Since each cache can only be accessed by a
single processor with a single load/store unit, no additional over-
head is incurred to handle arbitration among independent memory-
access units. However, since the four processors now share a single
L2 cache, that cache requires an extra cycle of latency during every
access to allow time for interprocessor arbitration and crossbar
delay. We model this additional L2 delay by penalizing the MP an
additional cycle on every L2 cache access, resulting in a 5 cycle L2
hit time.

5 Simulation Methodology

Accurately evaluating the performance of the two microarchitec-
tures requires a way of simulating the environment in which we
would expect these architectures to be used in real systems. In this
section we describe the simulation environment and the applica-
tions used in this study.

5.1  Simulation Environment

We execute the applications in the SimOS simulation environment
[18]. SimOS models the CPUs, memory hierarchy and I/O devices

Figure 2.   Floorplan for the six-issue dynamic superscalar 
microprocessor.
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Performance Comparison

degree of communication present in these applications. Although
pmake also exhibits an increase in the data cache miss rate, it is
caused by process migration from processor to processor in the MP
microarchitecture.

Figure 6 shows the performance comparison between the SS and
MP microarchitectures. The performance is measured as the
speedup of each microarchitecture relative to the single 2-issue pro-
cessor. On compress, an application with little parallelism, the MP
is able to achieve 75% of the SS performance even though three of
the four processors are idle. Neither microarchitecture shows sig-
nificant improvement over the 2-issue processor, however.

For applications with fine-grained parallelism and high-communi-
cation, such as eqntott, m88ksim and apsi, the MP and SS are simi-
lar. Both architectures are able to exploit fine-grained parallelism,
although in different ways. The SS microarchitecture relies on the
dynamic extraction of ILP from a single thread of control. The MP
can take advantage of moderate levels of ILP and can, unlike con-
ventional multiprocessors, exploit fine-grained thread-level paral-
lelism. Both the SS and MP approaches provide a 30% to 100%
performance increase over the 2-issue processor.

Applications with large amounts of parallelism allow the MP
microarchitecture to take advantage of coarse-grained parallelism
in addition to fine-grained parallelism and ILP. For these applica-
tions, the MP is able to significantly outperform the SS microarchi-
tecture, whose ability to dynamically extract parallelism is limited
by the 128 instruction window.

7 Conclusions

The characteristics of advanced integrated circuit technologies
require us to look for new ways to utilize large numbers of gates
and mitigate the effects of high interconnect delays. We have dis-
cussed the details of implementing both a wide, dynamically sched-
uled superscalar processor and a single chip multiprocessor. The
implementation complexity of the dynamic issue mechanisms and
size of the register files scales quadratically with increasing issue
width and ultimately impacts the cycle time of the machine. The
alternative multiprocessor microarchitecture, which is composed of
simpler processors, can be implemented in approximately the same
area. We believe that the multiprocessor microarchitecture will be
easier to implement and will reach a higher clock rate.

Our results show that on applications that cannot be parallelized the
superscalar microarchitecture performs 30% better than one proces-
sor of the multiprocessor architecture. On applications with fine
grained thread-level parallelism the multiprocessor microarchitec-
ture can exploit this parallelism so that the superscalar microarchi-
tecture is at most 10% better, even at the same clock rate. We
anticipate that the higher clock rates possible with simpler CPUs in
the multiprocessor will eliminate this small performance difference.
On applications with large grained thread-level parallelism and
multiprogramming workloads the multiprocessor microarchitecture
performs 50–100% better than the wide superscalar microarchitec-
ture.
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Application
I cache 

%MPCI
D cache
%MPCI

L2 cache
%MPCI

compress 0.0 3.5 1.0

eqntott 0.6 5.4 1.2

m88ksim 2.3 3.3 0.0

MPsim 4.8 2.5 3.4

applu 0.0 2.1 1.8

apsi 2.7 6.9 2.0

swim 0.0 1.2 1.5

tomcatv 0.0 7.8 2.5

pmake 2.4 4.6 0.7

Table 7.   Performance of the 4 × 2-issue processor.

Figure 6.   Performance comparison of SS and MP.
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